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Domestic scenes show layers of history
Painter Naomi Alexander prefers interiors to landscapes because she can capture moments in time and reflect the past in old
furnishings and buildings. Her new book Domesticity records homes with personal and historic significance

P

ainter and print-maker
Naomi Alexander has
always preferred depicting
interiors, working alone,
to painting landscapes
outside where onlookers can be a
distraction. “I ﬁnd a sense of
security working within four
walls,” she says. “I have a curiosity
and love of the past reﬂected in old
furnishings and I am nostalgic
about buildings and want to
capture speciﬁc moments so as not
to lose them.”
Her passion for documenting
layers of history to be found
in homes suffuses her latest
book Domesticity, which would
have wide appeal as a present.
With its illuminating essay by
Nicholas Usherwood and her
own explanations of many
illustrations, it is a fascinating
record of interiors with personal
and historic signiﬁcance. Locations
range from the kitchen of what is
thought to be her ancestral home
in Lithuania to the bedroom that
Churchill occupied when staying
with Macmillan.
Alexander ﬁrst realised that
she was attracted to the motif of
domestic objects and interiors
as a student at Hornsey Art
School in the late 1950s when
she encountered the paintings

of the Kitchen Sink School. But
instead of emulating Bratby &
Co’s social realism, she evolved a
style of ﬂickering brushstrokes
inﬂuenced by Sickert and the PostImpressionist painters Vuillard
and Bonnard.
Early works show her ﬁnding
inspiration in her family – a sister

playing the piano in Mill Hill,
her grandmother on a capacious
sofa in Golders Green – and this
was to continue. The section on
London is largely of paintings set
in Hampstead, including the Arts
and Crafts home where Alexander
has lived for over 50 years and
her daughter Georgia’s kitchen.

A remarkable screen has two
portraits of her mother, sculptor
Hazel Alexander, at her weekly
Shabbos tea party in West Heath
Road.
On the back Alexander later
painted an empty interior, of
Sabbath in a house with pointed
internal arches in Ein Hod in the
■ Shabbos afternoon
tea party in
Hampstead 1999,
screen by Naomi
Alexander

Carmel Mountains in Israel. She
stayed there in her twenties then
rented it for a month in 2005: “I
was so intoxicated by the unusual
shapes of the rooms that I barely
left the house and painted every
day, coming back to London
with more than 20 completed oil
paintings.”
Domesticity brings together
adventurous projects undertaken
over the last three decades. These
include painting the grand and
neglected spaces of Chatsworth
House – a rococo four-poster in a
state bedroom contrasting with
derelict bedsteads in the attics.
In 2000 she took up a residency
in Lithuania’s Europos Parkas
museum and recorded the
architectural remains of Jewish
culture and Jewish houses now
occupied by peasant families.
Recently she documented elaborate
arrangements of kitchens in
the Orthodox community in
Gateshead.
■ Earlier this year Alexander had an
acclaimed exhibition of her interiors
at the town’s Shipley Art Gallery and
this publication was produced in association with the gallery. It is available for £25 from Joseph’s Bookstore,
2 Ashbourne Parade, 1257 Finchley
Road, Temple Fortune NW11.

Joyful colour but bleak undertones in abstracts
“Just because things are in bright
joyful colours doesn’t mean they
are bright joyful paintings,”
says Frances Aviva Blane in
discussing the small works
beautifully presented in her new
artist’s book Nothing. This quote
is among those included in a
perceptive essay by biographer
Diana Souhami while others
are juxtaposed with the intense,
disconcerting paintings and
drawings, accentuating aspects
of them.
“I always take control”, which
faces the acrylic and charcoal
abstract Red, seems to sharpen
the hold that the line has over
the painted form. “I love pink.
Pink is my favourite colour”,
opposite Africa Head, draws
attention to the contrast between
the bubblegum-like background
and bleak eyes and mouth. When
Souhami remarked that a head
depicted in charcoal against
acrylic orangey reds in My
Summer appeared to be ﬂoating
in blood, the artist nonchalantly
said “Actually that’s me dead.”
Blane lives in Highgate and is
known for big abstracts in the
Expressionist tradition, often two
metres square, but the twelve oil
paintings on linen in Nothing are
60cm square or less. “Because
her work is gestural, these smallscale pieces, where every mark
is apparent, are more demanding
and as with her drawings take
her longer to execute than the

■ Glass art by Yorgos.

A Happy first Christmas in
Hampstead to Aeon Gallery
■ Red 2014 by Frances Aviva Blane.
large paintings,” writes Souhami.
For Blane, the marks are
“more contained, expressing
compressed energy”. She
describes herself as in awe of
paint and what she can and
cannot do with it, whether it’s
the glow of oils or tendency
of acrylic to fall apart “like a
dissolved personality”. With both
she expresses the breakdown of
self.
The oils, all made this year,
have never been shown but some
of the six works on paper in
Nothing were in the Deconstruct
exhibition in 2014 at De Queeste
Art Gallery in Belgium alongside
Francis Bacon and Louise

Bourgeois. This year De Queeste
paired her work with Frank
Auerbach’s. What she says of
her own paintings and drawings,
“They are how I live, how I
think”, seems equally true of his.
The title of this singular book,
designed by Joe Corr, comes from
another of her refreshingly direct
observations: “My work doesn’t
come from being inspired. My
work comes from nothing. And
that’s what it’s about, making
something of nothing.”
■ Nothing (Starmount Publishing
£50) is available from joe@thepaperboat.com For more information,
visit avivablane.com

The Aeon Gallery celebrates its
ﬁrst Christmas in Hampstead with
a show by six artists who have
exhibited in this compact space
since it opened in July. All live
in North or Northwest London
except Faraz Pourreza-Jorshari
who is showing his misty, mystical
photographs in London for the
ﬁrst time. The other photographer
included, Doros Partasides,
best known for his record of the
Turkish invasion of Cyprus, is
showing eloquent images of the
natural world.
Jane MacLean, Aeon’s inaugural
artist, has a selection of her
sometimes stylised, sometimes
hyper-real paintings, prints and
drawings. Her successor, painter
printmaker Clare Grossman,

presents the exquisite Chorus of
the Pines in Gold, a subject found
on Hampstead Heath, and work
from her New York series. Also
included are striking pieces by
the most recent exhibitor, Andrew
Flint Shipman.
But for me the highlight of the
show is the glass art of Yorgos,
who pioneered his technique at the
Royal College of Art. His unusual
artworks are smashed sheets of
glass treated with sandblasting,
glass pigments, gold leaf, enamels,
silicone gels and even – by accident
– droplets of his own blood.
■ Until January 30 at 20B Heath
Street, Oriel Court NW3, Wednesday
to Saturday 11am to 7pm, Sunday
noon to 5pm. aeongallery.com

